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Interpreting global trend map from GRACE
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The Indus and the Death valley have similar trend. 

Does that mean they both experienced similar water-storage stress?

Usual approach

Magnitude of trend

Severity of Water-

storage stress4, 5

Rank regions4

Death Valley IndusLinear trend

7.6 mm/yr 7.9 mm/yr

Assessing severity of trends
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• The hydrological natural variability can be multi-decadal and each catchment has a 

distinct natural variability6, 7.

• GRACE time-series are short � trend will include: human intervention, natural 

variability, and signatures of anthropogenic climate change6, 7.

• Inferences on water-storage stress from trend magnitude alone are misleading!

• For example, the Indus and the Death valley river catchments have similar trends, 

but distinct natural variability. The figure below illustrates that TWS change for the 

Death Valley is not unprecedented, while for the Indus it is exceptional. 

GRACE satellite mission (2002—2017) GRACE time-series

Estimating natural variability!

Amazon

We use inter-annual variability from

the GLDAS model because:

1. It is 63 years long (1948—2010):

will capture multi-decadal signals.

2. It uses observations to simulate

TWS change, (not groundwater).

Thus, it captures only natural

variability but with subpar

accuracy8.

3. Accuracy can be improved by

calibration: scale GLDAS with ratio

between annual signal amplitude

of GRACE and of GLDAS for the

overlap period (2003--2010).

The natural variability varies markedly in 

space. How to use this information?

Inter-annual variability

Fig. 1 standard deviation (mm) of inter-annual signal 

from the calibrated GLDAS model time-series. 

A novel metric: Trend to Variability Ratio (TVR)

TVR � 	
�	∗�

�
, where �	is the trend from GRACE, � is the length of GRACE time-series,

� is the standard deviation of the natural-variability.

Illustrative fig: Gravity Recovery And Climate Experiment (GRACE) satellite mission provided a unique 

hydrological measurement: changes in the total water storage near the surface of the Earth.

• Analyse catchments larger than 65,000 km2 to obtain better accuracy1, 2.

• Process level 02 GRACE fields � TWS change time series for 160 catchments.

• Use STL (Seasonal Trend decomposition using Loess) to decompose time-series 

into a seasonal and an inter-annual signal3 (see the fig. below).

• Fit a line to the inter-annual signal to obtain linear trend.

TVR � 	
Total water expenditure

allowed natural limit 
,

TVR is a dimensionless quantity

A value in excess of ± 3 means

unprecedented TWS change. A

stronger negative TVR implies

more severe water storage stress

Catchment name Area (km2) TVR Trend

(mm/yr) 

Colorado (Argentina) 385601 -3.0 -18.7 

Tigris 156857 -11.4 -18.1 

Karun 65362 -9.3 -16.6 

Brahmaputra 521828 -27.5 -14.2 

Sao Francisco 627014 -7.1 -14.0 

Brazos 106914 -4.0 -12.7 

Ganges 906200 -15.5 -12.3 

Yukon 819634 -5.5 -12.2 

Indus 1122836 -9.7 -7.9 

Death Valley 554060 -2.7 -7.6 

Saudi Arabia 2398132 -12.2 -7.1 

Yellow River 902468 -4.8 -4.2 

3σ

1σ

trend

Physical interpretation

Niger

Ganges

Yangtze

Table: Comparing trend and TVR for some 

catchments. It shows us that the catchments 

with similar trends might be facing different 

level of water-storage trends.  

Conclusions

• Trends from short time-series, such as that from GRACE, are contaminated with

natural variability.

• Comparing trends of different catchment is not justified because each catchment

has its unique natural variability.

• We assess natural variability from a carefully calibrated hydrology model.

• We develop a novel metric, TVR, that provides a normalized measure of severity of

water storage change by accounting for the historical natural variability.
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Fig. Decomposition of GRACE time-series using STL.

Data availability: The GRACE spherical harmonic coefficients were downloaded from ftp://ftp.tugraz.at/outgoing/ITSG/GRACE/ITSG-Grace2016/monthly/monthly_n90. We have made use of C20 and degree 1 spherical 

harmonic coefficients available at grace.jpl.nasa.gov,  and catchment boundaries available at http://www.bafg.de/GRDC/EN/02srvcs/22gslrs/221MRB/riverbasinsnode.html. The GIA ICE-6GD model data was downloaded 

from http://www.atmosp.physics.utoronto.ca/~peltier/data.php. The hydrological model GLDAS Noah version 2 was downloaded from ldas.gsfc.nasa.gov/gldas/, which used the Goddard Earth Sciences Data and 

Information Services Center. 
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